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On March 8, i~5, %~ro Unite~ States Marine Corps Bare.ion La~qding
Teams arrived at Da t(~g -with the Mission to help secure the air base

Vie%n~ "~,ar?
On February 22,

S~, there ~as concern in many quarters that Da N~ug might stuefer the
s~me fate as had Bien [4oa the previous i~ovember. Ambassador Taylor

troops ~o~d be unable to assimil~te and %.:ou]d h~¢e ~eat difficulty
identifying the e~. ~ There is no docu-uentary evidence to indicate , ,
that any of the other decision-m~:ing prlncip~ls sh~red ~nbassador Ta~lor. s:~
reservations.
Approva! to send the Marines, continent on GV~ concurrence, came
on February 26, 1965, ~nd~ exceot for an efoortive ~tte~pt by the Defense
Department to substitute ~W~ a~rborne troops for the M~r~s at %~
last minute, all progressed s~othly thmou~h ~he l~nd~g Of the M~Ines
~d the preparation of their defensive positions.
ESthetes of the i~litie~I!~litary" situ~tlon ~ SVN in e~" i~5, ~ ~
fr~ the official vie~oin~ ~and from other .obs~ers, ~ere ~i~
ve~s~l!y ~lo~.y. No one foresaw ult~.te US!G~I vlcZory without reversal
of the then-c~rent trend. The G~’~ was seen to be ~ell on its way to
complete collapse. T~ most optimistic esthete was that the VC wo~d ~
t~e over within a ye~.
Prior to the request for M~rines, the principal advisors to the

l>resident h~i, for so~.e ti~e, been debati~ possible U.S, courses of

ac~io’n in S~I. The possible use of ~o~d fo~s for sec~Ity ~d as
deterrent or reacti0~ fo~rces against, possible DRV/C~ ~o~d ~ch!on in
~£ ~as included in these discussions, ~d ind~d ~th CI~CP~Z%
had prepared detailed contLngency plans ~ ~;~ctation of a
decision to so ~mploy gro~d forces. ~!o~ever, no p~n to engage U~S.
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. While it appears as t
all the principals in the decisionprocess, includi~ Ambassador Taylor and C~CPAC, chose to view
the ~em~.ne deployment as an isolated phenomenon rather than as part of
a sequence, there is evidence to indicate that CO~JSMAC¥ saw it as the
first step presagin~,~a U.$. ground force build-~p in S~_A, A f~ir pro~tion of i~he newspaper writers at the tLme we~ ~qual~y preselem~t.
Regardless of what was s~id or believed at the time ~he Marines
~ere l~ded, it was obvious to the~ from ’the outset
~hey h~d
neither the c~pabillty nor the fle~xlbility to adeque~tely isee~ the
alrbase at Da ling, a~d they believed that the restrictions place~ on
~hem were ill-considered.

There is no agonizin~ over "~:hi%e-faced" so.lets and their dlfficultie~ in ~btel ~5~ The c~able conZains t~ dlseuss!on of two ¯
specific courses of ~ction, labeled appropriate~ A/and B, aimed at
increasing the presm~e on North Vietnam through the use of American
air and naval p0~er ~primarily. Course of Action A prosed that the
government of General ~,~ayen K~mnh-~euld respond to the input
increased ~ne~ies-u assistance, get itself organized and make enough
military progress to "free Saigon from the V~ threat which prose
rings it and assure that sufficient G~q~ ground forces wil! be aVail~
able to provide~ a reasonable measure of

of Khanh
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PHASE I IN ~4E BUILD-UP OF U.S. FORCES, THE, DEBATE
~£~RCH - J~JLY 1965

The U.S. decision to deploy hh US/~ battalions to Vietnam was the
product of a debate over strategy, but more basically, a debate over
objectives. Once the consensus developed that the
neither
opt out of the conflict nor settle for~ a stalemate,
to at

The decision was made swiftly and in s_n atmosphere Of crisis. After
almost three months of euphoria (~4AF w~s holding together and the Saigon
government was stable), four factors converged in late May and early June
to set the decision full speed in motion: (1) Rolling Thmuder was recognized in itself as insufficient to co.nvince H~nol to negotiate~ (2) on
12’June, the Quat government fell, and all the nig~htmares~ about no Saigon
political authority reappeared; (3) the Viet Cong~ it was s~xpposed, was
about to launch an all-out offensive, cut the co,try in two, and establish an alternate government-in-country; and (h) RVNAF~ faced with an
unfavorable force ratio, quickly demonstrated that it could not cope.
The major participants in the decision knew the choices and under-~!:
stood the consequences. The strategy of base security for the air war
against North Vietnam and the strategy of coastal enclaves ~ere rejected
with the k~uowledge that a quick solution w~s no longer possible. Unlike
the sending of Marines to Da N~_ng, the 4h BLT decision was perceived as
~ t~eShold -- entrance into Asisn land war. The conflict was seen to
be long, with further U.S. deployments to follow. The choice at that
time ~as not whether or not to negotiate, it was not whetbmr to hold on
for a while or let go -- the choice was viewed as w~ming or losing ¯
South Vietnam. Should negotiations come~ should North Vietnam or the
Viet Cong elect to settle before this victory~ the U.S. vould then be
in a position of ~trength~
~
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I. ETo!ution of the Situation
In the history of the Vietnam War~ the Year 1965 is notable for
momentous and f~Zeful U.S. decisions. In Feb2uax~ after a dramatic
~ncrease in activity initiated by the Viet Cong, the United States
responded by increasing its own level of commitment to the Republic of
Vietnam. For the first time, U.So jet aircraft were authorized to
su~6port the R%@:AF in ground operations in the South without restriction.
In ~mediate retaliation for guerrilla raids on U.S. inst~llations in
the South, U.S. aircraft also began bombing targets in the southern
reaches of North Vietn~n. In earlyMarch, the latter program evolved
into Rolling Thunder, the sustained bombing of the North. Also, du~ing
March, two U.S. Marine battalions were landed at Da Nang on the coast
of Central Vietnam. The airbase at Da Naug was a major supporter of
the Rolling Thunder bombing, and the mission of the Marines was to
strengthen its defenses. Those troops represented the firstU.S, ground
combat commit~ent to the Asianmalnland since Korea.
While the pace of military activity in 1965 ~as on the rise, the
politic~l situation in South Vietnam rema~ed as ~npredietable as it had
been throughout the previous year. A very con~eusing series of events in
the middle of February culminated in the departure from Vietnam of the
volatile General Nguyen Khanh. Left in h~s stead were two civilians,
Prime Minister PhanHuy Q~t and Chief of State PhanKhac Suu.
~The rate of ground combat activity dropped off in March ~ud rer~ained
low for the next month and a half. The Viet Cong eased the pressure on
the GVN considerably and yielded the initiative to the goverr~ent armed
forces. The performance of the R’~AF, whose effectiveness was called
into question with the deployment of U.S. troops to look after major
bases, began to improve according to the statistical indicators used to
measure the progress of the war. Whenever the RVNAF succeeded in locating and fixing the Viet Cong~ the government troops and their officers
seemed to demonstrate more offensive spirit and willi~4~ness to engage.
Parallel to hooe~l signs on the military side, Premier Quat, a
quietly determined z~n, showed promise that for the first time the
Vietnamese might be close to solvLng their l~rustr~ting political problems. Under Quat, the progressive deterioration in governmental
stability seemed at long last to have halted.
~

The reaction of the U.S. community to the p~riod of quiescence in
the spring of 1065 ~as mixed. Pessimistic predictions in March as to
the capability of the R~S to ~ithstand the next wave of VietCong
offensive activity ~ere offset by convictions that ongoing U.S. aid
progr~s were adequate to meet the situation provided the G~q~ resolved
its internal contradictions and devoted its energies to the war.
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Expressions of cautious optLmism, and of conviction tha~ radica! changes
to U.S. strategy were ~uwarr~nted --Ambassador Taylor’s notable among
them -- continued to reach Washington from Saigon through April and May.
Among the less sanguine, even General Westmoreland expressed hope that
perhaps, with the aid of increased U.S. air activity and signs of greater
RV~X&F resolve, a corner had indeed been turned. In the absence of dramatic action in Vietnmm~ most observers were prepared to w~it and see
what was to transpire ~hen the military hiatus ended.
The drop in activity during the spring Of 1965 was not unprecedented. The Viet Cong had traditionally yielded the initiative to the
more highly mobile R~L~F during the dry season, and they were expected
to reappear with the advent of the s~mmer season, or raimy season, in
May and June. The officia~ estimates of the Viet Cong Order of Battle,
including in April confirmed presence in the South of at least one
battalion of the North Vietnamese Army, provided little cause for comfort. Coupled with reports that the Viet Congwer~ concentrating their
forces in a few critical areas, the estimates of enemy capability were
a sure indication tha~ the coming summer monsoon in 1965 would provide
a sore test of the R~JNAF’s ability.
The test began ~ earnest in May as the Viet Cong mounted a
regiment-sized attack on the capital of PhuocLong Province. The
enemy scored again with the successful mmbushofanARVN infmutry
battalion and its rescue force near Qu~g Ngai in I Corps later that
month. The Qtuang Ngai action left two MRVI~ battalions decimated, and
American officers who had witnessed the battlement away with the distinct impression that the RVl~L~Fwere close to collapse. The impression
was confirmed during the battle of Dong Xoai in mid-June. In a textbook
display of tactical ineptitude, battalions of AR~’s finest reserves
were frittered away piecemeal during the fighting. The violence of the
action at Dong Xoai and the level of R~4~v casualtiss during the second
week of June 1965 were both unprecedented.
As the summer wore on, the focus of the enem~ campaign shifted to
~he highlands of the II Corps. By early July, Viet Cong successes in
taking remote District Headquarters hera!de& the expected loss of the
entire higbls~ds area and the possible establisD~ment there of a National
Liberation Front government.
General Westmoreland responded immediatelyto the marked upsurge
in Viet Cong activity by requesting in June U.S. and Third Country
reinforcements to spell the RVNAF during their time o~ trial and to
bl~nt the Viet Cong offensive by conducting operations throughout the
country against them. The collapse of the Quat goverr~nent in mid-June
and its succession by an~tested milits~~Y regime further increased
tRe urgency associated with Westnnoreland’s request. The debate in U.S.
officis~l circles over the extent of ~nerican involvement in the war
a debate which had followed a devious course all th~ough the spring of
1965 -- moved onto a hi~qer plane at this juncture."
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II.

Themes Germane to the Strate~f Debate

Official hopes were high that the Rolling Thunder program begun im
March would rapLlly convince Hanoi that it shc’nld agree to negotiate a
settlement to the war in the South. After a month of bombi~4~ with no
response from the North Vietnamese, optimism began to wane. In the
middle of April it was recognized that in addition to the bombing some
manifestation of the Viet Cong’s inability to win in the South was
needed before the Communists would agree to negotiate. By the end of
April, the North Vietnamese showed sig~ns of preparing for a long seige
under the bombing, while they waited for what they sang as the inevitable
~ctory of the Viet Cong in the South ........ the North Vietnamese
proved their intractability ~hen they failed to respond meaningfully to
overtures made during a week-long pause ~_u the bombing in May. By Ju~ne,!:
U.S. officials recognized that something dramatic was going to have to
be added to the bombing program if the Communists were evar to be persuaded to call off their campaign in the South.
All throug~h e~’ly 1965, officials in the U.S. Government debated
the level of effort required of the United States in order to achieve
its objectives in South Vietnam. Generally stated, those objectives
were to insure that the Communist insurgents were defeated in their
efforts to take over the government of South Vietnam ~nd that a stable
and friendly government was maintained in their place. The U.S. embemked on the Rolling Thunder bombing progr~ in order to convince the
North Vietnamese to cease their direction and support of the insurgency
in the South. When the bombing program, which could have been halted
almost as easily as it was in~tiated, gave ~indication that it was not
going to succeed by itself, the U.S. "was presented essentially with two
options: (i) to withdra~.~ unilaterally from Vietnam leaving the South
Vietnamese to fend for themselves, or (2) to commit groun~ forces in
pursUit of its objectives. A third option, that of drastically increasing the scope and scale of the bombing, was rejected because of the
concomitant high risk Of inviting Chinese intervention,
merest
ground strategy was charact~
sensus throughout the first half of 1965. Proposals for levels of
cc~nltment r~gLug from a couple of battalions to several divisions were
under consideration simultaneous ly.
d there are three discussed in this paper

h a~xi

~ -- there ~ere many ~roponezts, some of them quite

~Ci~ferous~. Th~ s.nnouncements of decisions regarding the ~ro%und bu~idu~p~ were invariably couched in terms which gave clear indication %o more
aggressive proponents that their turn might yet come.
.
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The initial steps in "ground build-up appear to have been grudgingly
taken, indicating that the President of the United States and his advisers recognized the tremendous inertial implications bf ground troop
deployments. Halting ground involvement was seen to be a manifestly
greater problem th~ halting air or naval activity. In ~ddition, the
early build-up may have been permitted some leisure because of the lack
of "immediate urgency in the situation in Vietnam and the necessity to
~rove on an inadequate logistical base there.
III.

Strategies for Ground Forge Em~oloyment

The ,str~tegr of,sec~ritM arose with ~i~t~

~

an~ i~nstall
s su~?port~n~~
~, It was conceived at a
time when enthusiasm for the bombing programs was hi~ and its proponents
were at pains to insure that U.S. troops, did not get involved in the
ground war. All 9 of the U.S. battalions deployed to Vietnam by June
1965 had base security as their prim~ mission, and 21 of the 44 U.S.
and Third Country battalions deployed by the end of 1965 were so oriented.
In part~ however, most of those units were deployed for far more ~mbitious
reasons. At a maxlm~m, four Marine and possibly two Army battalions
were recommended for deploymeut solely tLnder the provisions of the
security strategy, and the strategy was a dead letter by the time most
of those deployments had been approved.
The strategy of security expired along with the early hopes
that Rolling Thunder could succeed by itself. The non-involvement of
the "security troops" in the ground ~ar was designed to keep U.S.
casualties to a minim~ and zo facilitate withdrawal. By deploying its
own troops to secure bases~ the U.S. showed lack of confidence in the
RVNkF, but by keeping U.S. troops out of the fighting it demonstrated
at the same time belief that the RV~AF would be able to hold on until
the other side decided it had had enough. Because of the well-known
shibboleth about U.S. involvement in an Asian ground war and because
of the ponderous nature of ground force deployments, it was inevitable
that some observers would see in the strategy of security the crossing
of a threshold.

The ~eside!%t de, cited ~ur~ng NSCme
s ~ga land
to get U.S. ~ound ~comba% ~%s involved in the war
~ the

¯
~.
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strategy, which had been presented by Ambassador Taylor as a way to get
U.S. troops engaged at relatively low risk, was implicitly endorsed by
the President. The strategy proposed that U.S. troops occupy coastal
enclaves, accept full responsibility for enclave security, and be prepared to go to the rescue of the ~AF as far as 50 miles outside the
enclave. Initially, the Uo $o was to experiment with four Marine battalions ~u two coastal enclaves to see if the cencept and the rules for
operating with the RVNAF (which were to be worked out with the GVN) were
feasible °
Without the benefit of any experimentation the number of battalions
~as increased at Honolulu in mid-April to 17 ~d the number of enclaves
to 5. The enclave strategy as formalized at Honolulu was designed to
frustrate the Viet Cong in the South while Rolling Thunder continued to
hammer the }~orth. The intent ~’as not to take the war to the enemy but
rather to deny to him certain critical areas while simultaneously providing ready assistance to the RVNAF if they should r~un into difficulty.
The RV~{AF ~ere expected to continue aggressively prosecuting the war
against the enemy’s main forces, thereby beea’ing the brunt of the casualties.
The enclave strategy was controversial and expectations for it ran
the ga~.ut from extreme optimism to deep pessimism. The Ambassador
expected it to buy some time for the Vietnsmese to eventually save
themselves° General Westn~orels_ud and other military men expected it to
guarantee defeat for the U.S. and the RV~S, who were already demonstrating that they were incapable of defeating the enemy.
A masterpiece of ambigUity, the enclave strategy kmplied a greater
commitment to the war on the part of the U.S., but simultaneously demonstrated in the placing of the troops with their backs to the sea a
desire for rapid and early exit, While purporting to provide the basis
for experimentation with U.S. soldiers in an unfamiliar environment, it
mitigated against the success of the e~riments by placing those troops
in close proximity to the Vietnsmese people, where the greatest difficulty
would be encountered. In order to prove the viability of its reserve
reaction foundation, it required testing; but the rules for commitment .
were not worked out until the strategy was already overts/~en by events.
As a consequence of this delay, several opportunities were passed up
when the RV~,~AF really needed help and U.S. troops were available. The
whole enclave concept implied that the RV~{A_e would ultimately prevail,
bGt in any case the Viet Cong could never win as long as certain areas
were denied to them~ The enclave strategy tacitly yielded the initiative
to the enemy, but the Lnitiative was not seen as the vital factor. The
key was to be able to outlast the anew- at lowest cost to the United States.
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Almost in reaction to the dearth of proposals to seize the initiative from the enemy, General Westmoreland provided co~istent pressure
for a free hand to maneuver U.S. and Third Country forces in South
Vietnam. His search and destroy strategy, which was given Presidential
sanction d~ring the s~zner of 1965~ ~as articulated by both Westmoreland
and the JCS in keeping with sound military principles garnered by men
accustomed to ~inning. The basic idea behind the strategy was the desire
to take the war to the enemy, denying him freedom of movement anywhere
in the country and taking adv~uta~e of the superior firepower ~ud maneuverability of U.S. and Third Country forces to deil him the heaviest
possible blows. In the meantime, the RVNAF~ with superior knowledge of
the population and the role of the Viet Cong~ would be free to concentrate their efforts in populated areas.
The strategy of search ~nd destroy was given approval at a time when
there was very little hope for results from the Rolling Thunder program.
The bombing bec~me~ therefore, an adjunct to the ground strategy as the
war in the South assumed first~priorlty. Accomp~ylng the strategy was
a subtle change of emphasis -- instead of Simply den~ing the enemy victory and convincing him that he could noz win, the thrust became defeating the enemy in the South. This was sanctioned implicitly as the only
way to achieve the U.So objective of a non-co~a~nist South Vietnam, It
was conceivable, of cotu’se, that sometime before total defeat the North
Vietnamese and the Viet Cong might decide that they had had enoug~h. In
this event, the U.S. could halt its efforts shorZ of complete defeat of
the insurgents and negotiate a settlement to the conflict from a much
stronger position than that offered by any of the alternate strategies.
The strategy described above with el! its implications evolved in
piecemeal fashion during June and July 1965. Westmoreland was first
given authority in June to commit U.S. ground forces anywhere in the
country when, in his Judgment, they were needed to strengthen the relative position of the RVNA2. His first major operation with U.S. troops
under the new aegis was on 27 June~ e~ud that force made a deep penetration
into the Viet Cong base area of War Zone " D" NW of Saigon. Once the
forces had been liberated from the restrictions of the coastal enclaves;
the next step was to decide how much reinforcement was needed in order
to insure that the Viet Cong ~ud their North Vietne~mese allies could not
win. The force decided upon ~as 44 U.S. and Third Country battalions~ ¯
and~the President approved that number sometime in mid-July. Finally,
the amount of additional force required to seize the initiative from the
enemy and to commence the "win" phase of the so~-ategy was the next topic
of discussion after the ~4 battalions had been approved.
M~Namara received Westmoreland’s first estimate during talks in Saigon~
16 to 20 July 1965. Based oh ,what he knew then of Viet Cong and DRV
intentions and capabilities, Westmoreland asked for 24 additional
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maneuver battalions and a healt~j support pac/~age. The figure w~as revised
upward several times later in the year as increased intelligence .revealed
the extent of DRV infiltration and Viet Cong build-up.
Force levels for the search and destroy strategy had no empirical
limits. The amotunt of force required to defeat the enemy depended entirely on his response to the build-up ~nd his %~llingness to continue the
fight. The h£ battalions seen in mid-summer 1965 as the Mount required
to deny victory to the Viet Cong exceeded the amount forecast by the
enclavists to achieve that end for t~o reasons. First, the enem~ had by
the end of June revealed that he was much stronger than had originally
been su~nised, Second, the 4~ battalions had a dual mission: they were
not only to hold the fort, but ;~ere also to lay the groundwork for the
subsequent input of forces to implement the next phase of the strategy.
~/mbassador Taylor expected the ~earch a~d destroy strategy ~nd the
force associated with it to accomplish little more than would have been
accomplished by the enclave strategy at less cost. He was convinced that
only the Vietnamese could save their own cotuutry~ 8rid too aggressive use
of foreign troops might even ~;ork against them in that r~gard. George
Ball of the State Dep~tment ~rote that there ~^~as no assurance no ~tter
what the U.S. did that it could defeat the enemy on the battlefield or
drive him to the conference table. The l~rger force associated with the
search and destroy strategy signified to Ball no more than acceptance by
the U.S. of a higher cost to ultimately be incrusted. The ~4 battalion
force seemed to William Bundy of State to be an ultimatum presented to
the DRV which %~uld in all probability trigger some sort of dire response.
Westmoreland expected the 44 battalions and the search and destroy strategy
to hold things together long enough to prepare the ~a~ for later input
of greater force. With enough force to ~eize the i~tiative from the
Viet Cong sometime in 1966, Westmoreland expected to take the offensive
s.nd, with appropriate additioual reinforcements~ to have defeated the
enemy by the end of 1967. Exactly what the President and his Secretary
of Defense expected is n6t clear, but there are manifold indications that
they were prepared for a long war.

The acceptance of the search and destroy strategy and the eclipse
of the denial of victory idea associated with the enclave strategy left
the U.S. commitment to Vietnam open-ended. The implications in t~rms of
manpower a~ money are inescapable. ~ritten all over the search and
destroy strategy was total lo~s of confidence in the RVNAF and a concomits_nt wl]lingness on the part of the U.S. to take over the ~ar effort.
U.S., involvement in s~l Asian ground war was a reality.
IV. Caveats
The bulk of this paper is taken up in describing the various proposals put forward by exponents of the strategies ~ The numerous decision
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points are identified and the expectations of decision-making principals
involved are analyzed. Ancillary reasons for advancing proposals &~e
identified as such ~ud discussed. The position of each of the principals
is described only as clearly as it emerges from the files of the Secretary
of Defense. Thus, the JCS sa-e treated as a monolith, although it is
common k~ao~¢ledge that there is always considerable dissension and debate
amongst the Chiefs themsel~es. While they might have been ~nanimous in
their recognition that U.S. bases needed securing~ the Chiefs did not
see eye to eye during ensuing debates over enclave or search and destroy.
The Chief of Staff of the Air Force and the Commandant of the Marine
Corps were kno,Jn proponents of the enclave concept, but the Chairman of
the JCS and the Chief of Staff of the Army were equally determlned to
see the deployment of several divisions of troops for unlimited combat
operations. The record of their debate, interesting though it may be,
remains in the JCS files.
Through al! of the strate~j debate in early 1965 ran a common thread
-- the concern with possible intervention in the conflict by elements of
the North Vietnamese ~r~.4f or the C~nunist Chinese Army or a ~ombination
of both. A variety of C~CPAC contingency plans were in existence at the .
time which addressed the problem ~d called for various deployments~ some
of them pre-emptive~ to deal with it. The JCS consistent~mentiened the
proble~ as an additiona~ justification for deployments they were advoeating, but the National Intelligence Board just as consistently discounted the possibility of such intervention. Covert infiltration of
elements Of the Nor%h Vietnamese Army, however, was another matter. It
was recognized early in the debate as something to be reckoned with even
though the real extent of the infiltration was not confirmed for some
time° In any case, contLugency deployments were not intended to deal
~ith the latter type of provocation.
V.

Issues

In conclusion, it seems clear that the debate over ground co~mitments
and accompanying strategy followed closely the course of expectations about"
the Rolling Thunder bcmbLug program and the develOl~nent of the situation
in South Vietnam itself. The strategy of security was eclipsed because
Rolling Thunder was taking too long. The enclave strategy was never
unanimously endorsed and it never got off the ground. It was based on
the assumption that victory could be denied to the enemy in the South
while Rolling Th~mder p~nished him in the North. Event~ly, the
would achieve its objectives because the enemy ~n frustration would give
~up. The whole enclave idea was conceived in a period of relative quiet,
and certainly the experimentation aspect of it pre-supposed a relatively
stable situation. In the heat of the summer monsoon offensive, it became
a moot question whether or not a negative approach like the enclave
~trategy
coul~d deny
victory,
andup.
more important, whether or not there
wou~d be~----RV~AF
left
to shore
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In June, Rolling Thunder s~nd the ground strategy switched places in
the order of priorities as far as achieving U.S. objectives was concerned,"
First, a positive strategy for the emplo~nent of the forces, the search
and destroy strategy, was approved. Secondly, a force of 44 battalions
was recognized as sufficient to prevent collapse while the stage was being
set for further deployments, h4 battalions was probably abouZ the maximu~the traffic ~ould have borne at that juncture in any ease. Final
acceptance of the desirability of inflicting defeat on the enem~ rather
than merely defying him victory opened the door to an indeterminate amount
of ~dditional force.
~,~Or~ as they were later called, were sup- ~
posed %o stem the tide of ~ ~i~ Cong Lnsurgency and enable the friendly
forces to assume the offensive. As the GVq~ did not collapse, it can
reasonably be concluded that they did stem the tide. It is Just possible,
however, that rather than stem the tide, they increased it through provocation of greater infiltration from North Vietnam. In any case, it is
debatable %’hether the allied forces actually did ~ss~me the offensive the
following year.
No further proof of the monumental implications of the endorsement
in the s~mmmer of 1965 of the search and destroy strategy, the 4~ battalions,
and the "~in" concept is required beyond the present state of the ~ar in
Vietnsm. At this writing, the U.S, has reached the end of the time frame
estimated by General Westmoreland in 1965 to be required to defeat the
enemy. It has committed 107 battslions of its c~m forces and a grand
total of 525,000 men. The strategy remains search and destroy, but victory is not yet in sight.
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that they que~reled publ!ely ~ong themselves and over!ooked the~
c
interests. A~ other ti=es, ~eople who ~i~a~,eea strongly’on
major issues found themselves temporary ~llies ~ith a =o~n ob~e~tlve.

Moreover~ there is the curious prob!e~ of the di
b
rhetoric and reali%¥~ Even during the dark dejfs of ~-~965~ mo~s~
Arabic.s p~id lip service, particul~ly in officiO, on t~ ~eco, rd
statements, to the ult~nate ~port~uce of,, pacification. ,Buh their
~b!ie ~i,rmatlon of the. cliches about ~nming the
s and ~nds
Of the ~a~le ~ere not related to any pro~ms or priorities then in
existence in V~etn~m, and they can mislead thin casua! observer.
Th~ resumgence of paelfi~ation ~as dr~at!cally punctuated by ~
three Preside~tial conferences on Pacific isla~ds ~ith the leaders
the VN -- Honolulu Lu Febru~_~y, 19~6~ ~%ila in October, (wit
five other C~efs of State ~o p~,esent), a~d Gu~ in M~re~h~ I%~
After each conference the relative ~portence of ~aciflcatlon took ii~
another l~eap upward ~,Ithin the U.S. G~ver2~ent -~ reflecting a Success’ ~
f~l effort ~ithin the ~J.S. Gov
nt by its American
n%~-~ ~ ~
ques which c
~he U.S. tied the G~ onto Dec.!~at!ons e~ud C
ed
Zhem to greater effort.
In addition, each conference was followed ~. a major re-or~za.
tion %’ithin the U.S. ~41ssion~ designed primarily to improve Our manage-

the personal rank of Ambassador to assist him.

~
~
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I. Th~e~ That Met
A. Hop
The first was the hold~over program from 196~-1965 -one priority even then~ the Hop T~ pro~. It h~ been s~est~
by ~d~e on his way home from h£s first ~h~s~dorshlp, ~ ~’lor ~d
Westmorels_nd had given it recognition ~s a ~gh priority progr~.
Wes~orel~d Judged i~t repea%e~y as a parti~ success~ i1 a~e~s n~
~ve been a fa~d%i!y conceived ~d cl~s!ly executed p~o~. It was
e~&u~y ~so~nd, l~ked the su~rt of the Vie%n~se, e~eated dls~eemmn~s within the U.S. Mission w~ch ~ere never resolved, e~ ~hen
away. So ~succe~sf~ ~was It that d~g its life sp~u ~the VC we~ able
%o ~rg~ize a reg
-- 165A -- In the Gia Dinh area surro~na!~
~d thus forced ~V in late 1%6 1o co=air ~ee U.S. ~f~%~
9o Operation F
to p~tect %he capita!. No one ~yzed Hop T~
he.re st~ti~ FA!P~{. ~;!th the begi~in~ of
, Hop T~ was
qn~etly &nd the United States preceded to other matters.
B. ~mbaSSador
Her~ C~bot ~e ret~ned Ts ~2bass~or ~ A~ust of 1%5, ~d ~med!ately beg~ to t~k of pacification as "the hea~ Of the L~te~." In
telegr~s ~d Mission Co~cil meetings, Lo~e told the ~esi
, thin
~iOrlty~ Became he
~d the ~iss!on ~h~t p~cification dese~ed a
for ~ beliefs ~ath~r
Saw ~self as ~ advocate before the ~es
%h~u a~ the ~era~ m~er of the largest overseas civil-~lit~
~ ~erle~ histo~, ¯ ~dge did r~o% try, as ~ssador
ii T~lor
done, to devise ~ ~te~ated ~d ~ifled strate~ that bal~ced eve~
p~ of o~ effo~. InsteP, he declared, ~ his f~st ~n~ b~k Is Vietn~ (Sept~ber, I~), that "%he U~S. ~.ll%~y w~ do~ so w~ n~
we f~e a distLnot-~ssibi~ty that VC ma~ force ~itS wi~ be
~d VC re,reuses dest~yed soon, ~d %ha~ therefore ~e s
be re~
give pacification a n~ push. While his involvemenZ was irre
~consisten%, ~d~e did nonetheless play a key role ~ glvlns
a ~s%. His rhetoric, even if v~e, enco~aged o~er
fication to spe~. ~p. The ~ he brought with ~m, Edw~d L~sa~e, gave
by his ve~" presence ~ ~pllcit boost to paclfica~ion.
C. ~he_III M~ine

us ~orcS

le, ~o the~ o~ ~nt, the M~nes w~e dlSc~verin~ that
the ~ou~est w~ for t~hem w~s th~ ~w~ ~. the villa~es b
~h~
the Da N~g air 5ase~ rather th~ the w~ agalns% the m~n force, which
h~ retreated to the hills to b~id ~. In the f~s% ~ ~nths 6f their
nt, the M~ines v~irtua~ reversed their
is,:
¯ ~o other ~erlc~ ~baSs~or ~s ever had re~nsib~i~ ~d
even close to that Ln SalOn; only ~t~y co,eds h~ve exceeded i1
~ slze.
lii
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from the ene~; to a grueling ~nd painful]$ slo~- effort to pacify the
villages of the central coast in their t~mee TAORs. It was a job that
Americans were not e
for, ~nd Zhe Ma_~ine effort raised some~basic
questions about the role of U.S. troops in Vietnam, but nonetheless, the
~ar~nes beg~u to try to sell the r~st of the U.S. ~vernment on the
success sad correctness of their still unproved strategy. The result
was a major ccm~tment to the p~eifieation strategy by a service of the
U~S. ~mmed Forces, and influence on the other services, particularly t~e

on Grt~bles About ~he ~ffort
~Fnen Lodge was ~b£ssador, there ~as widespread concern about the
m~na~nent of the Mission° Lodge was a~ittedly not a~&nager. This
concern led to a major conference at Warrenton in January of 19~, d~~ng ~hieh increased emphasis on pacification ~nd better ~rganization
within the U~S. Mission were ~he main topics. Imp~ovin~~ %he Washington
organizatioa~l structure was raised~ but not addressed ca~ndidly in ~he
final report; Washington se~ed far r~adler to tell Salgon how to reorganize
than to set their o~ house i~ order. But Warrenton s~bolizes the growing
dissatisfaction in W~.sh!ngton with the Mission as it was.

Finally, there was the need of the ~resident,,, for compell~,ng~ domestic
political reasons, to give gre~ater emphasis to the other ~ar. With the
first full years of major troop e
nt ending with victory not y~t in
s~ght, there was a gro~ing need to point out to the ~merlcan public and to
the world that the United States was doing a great deal in %he midst of
war to build a new Vietnam. While this emphasis did not necessarily have
to also become an emphasis on pacification, it did, and thus the President
in effect gave pacification his personal support -- an act which was
acutely felt by Americans ~u Vietnam.

F. Mee~uwhile~ Back at the War...
A summary of the ~.’~CV Monthly Evaluations ~nd other reports is conrained here, showing how the U.S. c~nd saw its o~ progress. The
s~a~ suggests that ~ foresaw hea~ fighting
did not a~ently a~ee with ~bassador ~dge’s predictions ~d h~es
that a m~or pacification effort co~d be stated, bmt the issue was not
~yzed before decisions were
lI. Honolulu

A. The Con_~ere~ce - Febru
The details of the workin6 sessions at the Honolulu e~erence do
not appee~, in retrospect, to be nearly as important on thm future
iv
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is on pacification as the public statements that came out of
Honolulu, particularly the Decla~atlon itself. The ~iscussions and
the Declaratioo are s~mrized, inc!uding the President’s final remarks in plenary session.
"

B. Fub!!c Impact...
The press reaction to the conference is summ~ized~

III.

Honolulu to Me~ila
A.

~Porter in eh~

The first reorge~nization now took place, and Deputy Ambassador Porter
was~at in direct charge of the civilian agencies~ His responsibility and
his ability to carry out his responsibility were not equal ~rom the outset,
and Porter s~w his role in different te~s than tho~e In Wash~on
had given hkm his difficult task. A ma~or problem ~as th~ lack of full
support that Porter received f~om ~bassador Lodge, who had never been
fully in favor of the reorg~ization. Amot~r problem was the lack of
parallel str~tt~e in Washington, so that Porter found himself caught
"
~een the Washington agencies ~d their representatives Ln Salg~.~, ~ith
Komer (see below) as a frequent p~tlcip~nt~ Nonetheless, Porte~
plished a great deal in the ~nths thi~ arr~gement lasted; it Just ~asn’t
as much as Washington sought.
Bo Washin on: Komer As The Blo~,~orch
In Washington, the President s~lected a McGeorge Btundy deputy,
R. W. Komer, to be his Special AsslsteJ~t on non-military activities in
Vietn~m. Komer did not have the s~ame kh~d~ of authority over the Washington age~cies that ~rter, in theor2, had o~er the Salgon extensions.
Komer pushed pacification hard, ~nd became the first senior official,
with apparently re~dy access to the President, who put forward the propacification position consistently in hi£~_~h level meetings. His mandate

~as contained in a loosely worded ?~SAM, 343, dated M~reh ~8, 1966. During

the s%~mmer of 1~6, Komer applied great pressure to both the Mission and
the,~ashington agencies (~hus earning from ,Ambassador Lodge the nickname
of ’Blo%%orch ), with a series of cables ~nd visits to Vietn~, often
using the President’s name.
Study Groups ~d Strategists: S~er I~
With Porter and Komer In their new roles, a series of Task Forces
~ Study GrOups bege~a to produce papers that gave a better rationale
and strategy to pacification. These included the Ar~rf study calledFROVN,
the Priorities Task Force in Saigon, ~d the Roles and Missions Study
Grou~ps in Salgon. At the same time, Westmoreland, w~ose yea/. end wrapup message on January l, 1966~ had not even m~entioned pacification, s~t
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D. The Sin
Despite the movement described in the above three sections, Wash-

these ideas, offering tn their stead the proposal that Washington leave
Salgon alone for a while, but the pressure for results and better management was too ~reat, ~nd the inadequacies of the Mission too obvioUS, to
lea~e It alone. Secreta~#
MdSe,.era ~’elghed in. at this
point with a draft
Presidential m~orand~m~ proposing that Westmoreland be glwn responsibility
for pacification. Kozer and JC$ concurred in it, but ~ate, US~IA, AID,
and CIA nonconcurred. McNam~ra, Katzenbach, stud Ko=er then went to Saigon
to take a look at the sit~atlon. When they returned, Katzenbach, new to
the State D~oartment and previously uninvolved in the problem, rec
%hat Porter be told to reorganize the civilians along the lines prevlous~
discussed (similar to Komer’s Alternative Nt~ber 2). The President agxeed,
discussing it with Lodge end Westmoreland at Honolulu. B~It he added ~
vita! ws~ning: he would give the civilians opi~y about 90 to 120 d~ys to
make the new structure ~.ork, and then would reconsider the proposal to
tre_nsfer responsibility for pacification to NJiCV.
The Manila Conference
The decision had not yet been trans~tted to Sai~n, but it had been
made. At Manila, ~ith six other heads of state in att
e, the ~scusslon turned to other matters. At Manila, in ~he final Decl~atiO~,
the G~q~ announced that they would c~t half the armed forces %o securin~operatlons in support of paclfication!P~. This h~dprevlous~been
discussed, but it was the public commitment that really mattered, and new
it was on the record.
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step fo~ard. The example of the civilians moving at this pace also
created pressure and conflict within~CV, which ~as for the first time
confronted with a strong civilian structure. The GVN indicated that it
understood and approved of the new structure.
B. OCO on Trial: Too Little Too Late -- Or Not Enoch Time?
Although it was slower than Washington desired, OCO did get off to
a start ~Decem~er of 1966. Wade Lathram, ?Jho had been USAIDDeputy
Director, was chosen to head up OCO -- a choice that was unfortunate,
because Lathr~m, a sF~lled and cautious bureaucrat, was not the kind of
drivLugaud dyn~nic leader that OCO -- ins brink of disaster situation
from its inception -- needed.
Even worse, Porter ,~’as almost i~mediately diverted from OCO to pay
more attention to other m~tters. While the planners had hoped that
Porter would teke OCO in h~d and give Lathr~m direct guidance, instead
he left Lat~m~ in control of OCO ~nd was forced to turn his attentions
to running the Mission, during ~ long vacation (one month) by Lodge.
The most dramatic action that was token ,~as the selection of the
Regional Directors, a move which even attracted newspaper attention.
They included Henry Kor~n, formerly Porter’s deputy; John PaulVarm,
the controversial former N~CV advisor; and Vince Heymann of the CIA.
Slowly, the 0CO then turned to picking its province representatives.
~ in all~ OCO accomplished m~uy things that had never been done before;
iVen time it could no doubt have done much more. But it was plagued
om the outset by lack of support from the agencies and their representatives in Saigon, end Washington made higher demands tha~ could be met
in Saigon.

~r

C. Time Runs Out
It is not cleam when the President made the decision to scrap 0 CO.
He communlcatedhis decision to his field commsmders at Guam, but there
was a two-month delay before the decision ?;as announced publlclyor discussed with the GVN.

D. The CORDS Reorg~anlzation
As Bunker took over the Mission, there ~as a considerable turnover
inkey personnel. Bunker asked Lansdale and Zorthian to stay on, but
Porter, Habib, Wehrle, all left just as Locke, Komer~ Calhoun~ Cooper,
and OeneralAbrams al! arrived.
In the new ahmosphere, Komer took the lead, making a series of recommendations which matntained the civilian position wlthinNACV, and
Westmoreland accepted them.
vii
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An example of Ko~er’s influence was the question of the ~le of the
AR~ divisions in the RD ci~ain Of c
d, ~ud here Westm~rela~ud took
Kemer’s suggestion even theugh it me~a~.t a reverse±! of the previous MACV
position.
E. The Hission Asse~snent as CO~:@~S B

The situation inherited by CORDS was not very promising. Measurements of progress had been irrelevant ~d mislea~g, ~nd pro~ess by
nearly all st~d~s ha~ been slo~" or nonexistent. At this point, the
study of COP~DS ~nd pacification becom~s current events.
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